Strengthening Developer Communities in mid of pandemic

SONIA SINGLA
• Final year IT student at PU CHD
• Devrel Intern at Embark Studios
• CNCF Intern with Thanos
• Kubernetes 1.21 & 1.20 release team
• Outreachy Intern at Mozilla
• www.soniasingla.com
Living in the world of Pandemic
How does pandemic impact us as “developers”?
Where does that leave us?
Take advantage of our circumstances
Why are you here?
Learn about the Community
Listen to Community Members
Bring people together to develop a shared vision
Assess community assets and resources, needs and issues
Help community members to recognise and articulate areas of concern and their causes
Establish a vehicle for change
Reflect and regroup
Community Development: Agenda’s

- Learn about the community
- Listen to community members
- Bring people together to develop a shared vision
- Assess community assets and resources, needs and issues
- Help community members to recognise and articulate areas of concern and their causes
- Establish a vehicle for change
- Develop an action plan
- Implement action plan
- Evaluate results of actions
- Reflect and regroup
THE FUTURE IS NOW
How can it help us in “long term goal”? 
Shift at Embark - Meaningful way

1. Diversity in teams
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1. Diversity in teams
2. Online Communications - won't replace real world interactions, but we are focusing on making them much more integrated.
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3. No meetings Wednesday
What are you going to take home?
Feel free to Contact Me at:

- Twitter: soniasinglas
- GitHub: soniasingla
- Instagram: soniasinglas
THANKS